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“blindness” removes prejudice, addresses the

complicates it by exploring Wollstonecraft’s vision

creature’s search for a sympathetic viewer, and
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highlights “Shelley’s interest in how looking con‐
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ability theory to bring a new perspective to her

The next interesting case study is Frances Bur‐

analysis of these texts. As a result, this is an im‐

ney’s novel Camilla (1796). While Burney’s novels

portant contribution to literary criticism of the Ro‐

are well known for exploring female identities,

mantic era. There is a larger historical significance

Joshua focuses on Burney’s depiction of the phys‐

too in her careful reading of the nuance of lan‐

ical “deformity” of one of the characters, Eugenia,

guage and the evolution of terminology we use in
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a limp and restricted growth. She also caught

[1]. Douglas C. Baynton, “Disability and the

smallpox, and her face bore the scars of her ill‐

Justification of Inequality in American History,” in

ness. As a result, Eugenia was routinely dismissed,

The New Disability History: American Perspect‐

pitied, and mocked for her “deformities.” Burney

ives, ed. Paul K. Longmore and Laura Umansky

was acutely aware of the difference between a

(New York: New York University Press, 2001),

bodily condition and the social construction of dis‐

33-57.

ability; in the novel it is only when Eugenia grows

[2]. Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, Staring:
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How We Look (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

ance of her “deformity.” Joshua argues that this il‐
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lustrates an early sense of the “social model” of
disability and sets it in the context of functional
and aesthetic meanings of disability. Her analysis
here is part of a larger discussion of the meaning
of “deformity,” drawing on theories of the pictur‐
esque to think about ideas of “deformity,” ugliness,
and their opposites.
The influence of deformity as a term of ana‐
lysis continues into the last chapter when Joshua
explores Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein (1818).
Joshua points out that, whereas deformity is
largely a matter of aesthetics, “monstrosity” is a
“physiological and mythological” category. How‐
ever, both are used in contemporary and critical
discussions about Frankenstein and in the elision
of moral virtues and physical features. While
Joshua addresses this, she focuses on “transform‐
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